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A B S T R A C T   

Differentiating among early-stage parkinsonisms is a challenge in clinical practice. Quantitative MRI can aid the 
diagnostic process, but studies with singular MRI techniques have had limited success thus far. Our objective is to 
develop a multi-modal MRI method for this purpose. In this review we describe existing methods and present a 
dedicated quantitative MRI protocol, a decision model and a study design to validate our approach ahead of a 
pilot study. We present example imaging data from patients and a healthy control, which resemble related 
literature.   

1. Introduction 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) and other parkinsonisms are dominant and 
growing forms of neurodegenerative diseases (Poewe et al., 2017). 
Diagnosing atypical parkinsonism (AP) can be challenging due to the 
overlapping symptoms that patients present with during history taking 
and neurological examination. One in every four patients with atypical 
parkinsonisms initially receive an incorrect diagnosis (Hughes et al., 
2002; Heim et al., 2017; Cozma et al., 2021). Patients with multiple 
system atrophy (MSA) (Poewe et al., 2022) and progressive supra-
nuclear palsy (PSP) (Stamelou et al., 2021) are most often misdiagnosed. 
A British study (Hughes et al., 2002) showed that PSP is misdiagnosed 
between 24% and 59% of cases and a Finnish study (Joutsa et al., 2014) 
found a diagnostic sensitivity of 64.3% and 52.9% for MSA and PSP, 
respectively. 

A correct diagnosis is important for patients to receive the appro-
priate treatment and guidance. There is currently no approved medi-
cation available, however clinical trials are ongoing (Cure PSP - clinical 
trials). If there are no red flags suggestive of PD (Marsili et al., 2018), the 
diagnosis of AP is commonly performed on clinical grounds only, 
without the need for an MRI scan. However Dutch and British (National 
Institute for Health and Care Excellence, 2017) clinical guidelines 

(Specialisten and Ziekte, 2020) recommend using MRI to aid the diag-
nosis of AP and rule out secondary parkinsonism (Ma et al., 2019). 
Conventional MRI has yet to show a clear clinical benefit for this task. 
Quantitative MRI techniques such as Quantitative Susceptibility Map-
ping (QSM) and Diffusion Tensor imaging (DTI) (Heim et al., 2017; 
Chougar, 2020; Lehericy et al., 2017; Pyatigorskaya, 2020; Bae et al., 
2021) can improve the decision-making process but are yet to be 
investigated in large-scale studies. 

While studies have shown that quantitative MRI biomarkers could 
improve clinical differentiation, a single MR-biomarker is unlikely to 
differentially diagnose PD, MSA and PSP with high accuracy. Recent 
studies have demonstrated diagnostic potential using multi-modal MRI 
and some have additionally proposed a form of multi-modal decision 
model (Pyatigorskaya et al., 2020; He, 2021; Leng, et al., 2022; Man-
gesius et al., 2020; Chougar et al., 2021; Jin, 2019). While most work on 
this topic is based on studies in patients with a clear diagnosis, the 
clinical relevance would be higher if such methods could differentiate 
between the diseases at an early stage, when the diagnosis is clinically 
unclear. 

In this work we review existing methods, propose a multi-modal MRI 
decision model, and describe a study design for our pilot study. Our goal 
is to design a decision model based on multi-modal quantitative MRI 
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markers which predicts the final diagnosis in an early stage of the dis-
ease, when the clinical picture is an unclear form of parkinsonism, i.e. a 
clinically unclassifiable parkinsonism (CUP). The most appropriate 
classification model would be data-driven, trained with data from sub-
jects who had a CUP at the time of scanning and tested on similar unseen 
subjects once the clinical diagnosis is clear. Recruiting a large cohort in 
this period of the disease is practically challenging. We propose two 
compromises, firstly to use decision rules with MRI-biomarkers that 
have been found to be significant in diagnosed patients, and secondly to 
train models using data from patients who received a recent diagnosis 
(within 5 years) and validate them in patients with CUP. Ultimately, our 
aim is to make such a decision model appropriate for clinical practice. 

We reviewed the recent literature and considered the most promising 
biomarkers so far for differentially diagnosing PD, MSA and PSP pa-
tients. We propose a decision model which uses atrophy measurements 
in and around the brainstem (Oba et al., 2005; Nicoletti et al., 2006; 
Quattrone et al., 2008; Massey et al., 2013) and of the third ventricle 
(Quattrone et al., 2018), QSM markers (Mazzucchi, 2019; Sjöström 
et al., 2017), DTI markers (Du et al., 2017) and neuromelanin markers 
(Ohtsuka et al., 2014). We present a dedicated parkinsonism MRI pro-
tocol to acquire the necessary information. 

To perform prediction at an individual level, cut-off values need to be 
determined for the individual decision rules. Considering the reported 
statistical significance, we estimate that a large cohort of about 150–200 
CUP patients would be needed to train such a decision model. To justify 
such a clinical study, we propose to run a pilot study to investigate group 
differences for the decision rules in a small cohort of diagnosed and CUP 
patients. In other words, if group differences can be detected in a small 
cohort of CUP or diagnosed patients, it would motivate recruiting a 
larger cohort to predict patient outcome at an individual level. 

We report on the background of biomarkers underlying the decision 
rules, and the rationale behind combining them. In-vivo images related 
to the biomarkers and decision rules are presented for a healthy control 
and patients. 

2. Background and theory 

In 2.1 a review of reported methods in the literature for differenti-
ating PD, MSA and PSP with MRI is discussed. Two subtypes for MSA are 
considered, namely the cerebellar type (MSAc) and parkinsonian type 
(MSAp), and use the term MSA to imply both subtypes. Although many 
MR-based studies have been performed, there is no unequivocal method 
used in clinical practice for diagnosing MSA and PSP using MRI. Each 
subsection explains how the biomarkers are beneficial for our decision 
model (Fig. 1). Section 2.2 describes how the aggregate of information 
gathered by these methods can be used for differential diagnosis. 

2.1. Review 

2.1.1. Atrophy measurements 
Promising techniques based on atrophy measurements have been 

proposed in the past which make use of atrophy measurements in the 
brainstem. Oba et al. (Oba et al., 2005) proposed a six-fold measurement 
of the midbrain and pons areas (Amidbrain,Apons) to calculate their ratios 
and use the mean ratio. Nicoletti et al. (Nicoletti et al., 2006) demon-
strated a reduction in the middle cerebellar peduncle (MCP) diameter in 
MSA patients. Quattrone et al. (Quattrone et al., 2008) built on these 
studies by proposing the Magnetic Resonance Parkinsonian Index 
(MRPI). They simplified the pons-to-midbrain ratio measurement (per-
forming it only once) and added diameter measurements of superior 

Fig. 1. Decision models for differentially diagnosing Parkinson’s disease and other parkinsonisms. The decision tree in A is made up of up two binary classification 
followed by one multi-class classification. The cut-off values are weighted combinations of individual decision rules. Training such a decision model will require a 
cohort of 150–200 patients, which is outside the scope of our pilot study. (*) indicates metrics which overlap between MSA and PSP patients, and thus rely on 
separating PSP patients in the second stage. B shows an alternative model where all biomarkers are considered in a single multi-class classification. Decision rules 1–8 
relate to the first column of Table 1, where the biomarkers and relevant study results are summarised. CUP: clinically unclassifiable parkinsonism. PD: Parkinson’s 
disease. MSA: multiple system atrophy. PSP: progressive supranuclear palsy. HC: healthy controls. DTI: diffusion tensor imaging. QSM: quantitative susceptibility 
mapping. PUT: putamen. SCP: superior cerebellar peduncle. STN: subthalamic nucleus. RN: red nucleus. MCP: middle cerebellar peduncle. CB: cerebellum. SNpr: 
substantia nigra pars reticulata. SNpc: substantia nigra pars compacta. 
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cerebellar peduncles (SCPs). They multiplied the pons-to-midbrain ratio 
with the ratio of the mean diameters of the MCPs to the mean diameters 
of the SCPs measured on 3 consecutive oblique slices. 

MRPI =
Apons

Amidbrain
×

DMCP

DSCP 

Massey et al. (Massey et al., 2013) proposed a simplified alternative 
approach to assess the pons-to-midbrain area relation with a ratio of the 
short axis diameter (Dshort) of two ellipses, one ellipse covering the 
curvature of the pons (Dshort

pons ) and the other of the midbrain (Dshort
midbrain). 

Quattrone et al. (Quattrone et al., 2018) later proposed MRPI2, which in 
addition to MRPI also uses atrophy around the third ventricle relative to 
the frontal horns. 

MRPI2 = MRPI ×
W3rd− ventricle

Wfrontal− horns 

A shared result from these studies was that PSP was well differenti-
ated from other cohorts, with high sensitivity (Table 1). This makes 
atrophy quantification from high-resolution T1-weighted images an 
interesting step for differentiating PSP from healthy controls (HC), MSA 
and PD (rule 3 in our decision model, Fig. 1)). Studies by Quattrone 
et al., which proposed MRPI and MRPI2, showed high accuracies for 
differentiating PSP from PD, however studies reproducing their perfor-
mance has been more limited. 

Mangesius et al. (Mangesius et al., 2018) compared the diagnostic 
performance of area and diameter measures as stand-alone biomarkers 
as well as incorporated these in MRPI in a retrospective and prospective 
study. Here a simplified version of MRPI was used, measuring the SCP 
diameter in a single oblique slice. They found the best results for the 
differentiation of PSP vs non-PSP using a decision tree only using Dshort

pons /

Dshort
midbrain and Dshort

midbrain. The biomarkers tested did not perform as well for 
the differentiation between PD vs non-PD and MSA vs non-MSA. 

Möller et al (Möller, 2017). found that Amidbrain, and Dshort
midbrain were 

both successful in differentiating PSP from HC, PD and MSA However, 
including MCP to SCP diameter ratios for MRPI performed less well, 
which was attributed to the difficulty in making measurements of the 
peduncles. A similar result was reiterated in a later meta-review article 
(Heim et al., 2021). It was also found that the pons-to-midbrain area 
ratio was lower in MSAc and MSAp compared to PD (rule 5 in our de-
cision model) (Möller, 2017). 

A large number of studies use automated brainstem segmentation 
software (Iglesias et al., 2015; Bocchetta et al., 2020) and verified that 
they can be used to obtain metrics to differentiate PSP from other groups 
using ROI-based methods (Bocchetta et al., 2020; Messina et al., 2011; 
Scherfler et al., 2016; Huppertz et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2022; Krismer 
et al., 2019). Furthermore, voxel-based approaches achieved high ac-
curacies and can allude to relevant anatomies (Shao, 2014; Shao et al., 
2015; Cui et al., 2020; Salvatore et al., 2014), and a recent deep learning 
approach achieved accuracies above 90% (Kiryu et al., 2019). 

In conclusion, after reviewing the literature, we propose to investi-
gate manual and automated measurements of the pons and midbrain, 
area and diameters (Apons, Dshort

pons , Amidbrain, Dshort
midbrain), their ratios, MRPI 

and MRPI2 as potential biomarkers for differentiating PSP patients from 
others, and to differentiate PD from MSA. 

2.1.2. Diffusion imaging 
Diffusion imaging is an MR imaging technique which is sensitive to 

the random motion of watermolecules. Within this domain, Diffusion 
Tensor Imaging (DTI) requires strong diffusion in at least six directions 
and forms the basis for estimating fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean 
diffusivity (MD) (Stoessl et al., 2014). An overall reduction in FA can be 
interpreted as the loss of microstructural integrity of myelin around 
axons (Zhang and Burock, 2020). Abnormalities in the SN affect the 
dopaminergic output in the corticobasal ganglia-thalamocortical motor 
circuit, which together with the accumulation of lewy bodies are 

Table 1 
Summary of the statistical results from previous results used in a proposed de-
cision model. (*) indicates that a biomarker overlaps for MSA and PSP, which is 
the case for some QSM and DTI biomarkers. For rules 1 and 2 popular qualitative 
markers are also mentioned.  

Decision rule Study and biomarker Reported result (sensitivity/ 
specificity) [N vs N] 

1) SWI and QSM in 
SNpr Healthy vs 
patients 

Sjöström 2017. QSM 
in SN (Fig. 1) 

HC vs PD (p = 0.030) [14 vs 62]; 
HC vs PSP (p = 0.002) [14 vs 
15]; 
HC vs MSA (p = 0.032) [14 vs 
11]  

Cheng 2019. 
Swallow tail and 
QSM in SN (Text) 

PD vs Healthy (89%/87%) [87 vs 
77]  

Schwarz 2014. 
Swallow tail on SWI 
(Table 1) 

PD vs non-PD patients (100%/ 
95%) [9 vs 81] 

2) NM MRI Healthy vs 
patients 

Kashihara 2011. NM 
volume in SNpc 
(Text) 

HC vs PD (p < 0.001) [54 vs 80]; 
HC vs PSP (p < 0.001) [54 vs 
11]; 
HC vs MSA (p < 0.001) [54 vs 
28]  

Ohtsuka 2014. 
Contrast ratio lateral 
SNpc. 
(Fig. 2A) 

PD vs control p < 0.0001 with 
effect size 0.62 [30 vs 22] 
MSAp vs control p < 0.01 with 
effect size 0.52 [10 vs 22] 

3) Atrophy 
quantification PSP 
vs (PD + MSA) 

Quattrone 2018. 
MRPI2 (Table 2) 

PSP-p vs PD cut-off-value 2.18 
(100%/94.3%) [34 vs 53]  

Quattrone 2008. 
MRPI (Table 4) 

PSP vs PD cut-off value 13.55 
(100%/100%) [33 vs 108] 
PSP vs MSA cut-off value 12.85 
(100%/100%) [33 vs 19]  

Möller 2017. MRPI 
(Table 2) 

PSP vs PD cut-off 8.51 (68.9%/ 
67.7%) [106 vs 204] 
PSP vs MSA-c cut-off 7.61 
(92.5%/85.7%) [106 vs 21]  

Möller 2017. 
Midbrain area 
(Table 2) 

PSP vs PD cut-off 124 mm2 

(84.0%/83.8%) [106 vs 204] 
PSP vs MSAp cut-off 117.0 mm2 

(78.3%/81.7%) [106 vs 60] 
PSP vs MSAc cut-off 114.0 mm2 

(74.5%/85.7%) [106 vs 21]  
Mangesius 2018. 
Midbrain diameter 
(Table 2) 

PSP vs non-PSP cut-off 8.9 mm 
(90.0%/90.2%) [55 vs 257]  

Mangesius 2018. 
MRPI (Table 2) 

PSP vs non-PSP cut-off 15.62 
(82.9%/86.2%) [55 vs 257] 

4) DTI in SCP PSP vs 
(PD + MSA) 

Du 2017. DTI SCP 
and others (Table 2) 

PSP vs PD (94%/94%) [19 vs 35] 
PSP vs MSAp (94%/92%) [19 vs 
16]  

Nicoletti 2008. rADC 
in SCP (Table 2) 

PSP vs (PD + MSAp) (100%/ 
93.3%) [28 vs 30]  

Planetta 2016. Free- 
water DTI in SCP 
(Table 4) 

PSP vs PD (100%/100%) [18 vs 
18] 

5) Atrophy 
quantification MSAc 
vs PD 

Möller 2017. 
Midbrain/Pons area 
ratio (Table 2) 

MSAc vs PD cut-off 0.290 
(82.2%/83.2%) [21 vs 204]  

Möller 2017. MRPI 
(Table 2) 

MSAc vs PD cut-off 6.22 (76.2%/ 
88.8%) [21 vs 204] 

6) QSM PD vs MSA Mazzuchi 2019. QSM 
(Table 4) 

PD vs MSA using Putamen, STN 
and RN. AUC:0.818, 0.808, 
0.779 respectively [35 vs 12]  

Sjöström 2017. QSM 
(Fig. 1) 

PD vs MSA using Putamen and 
RN. p = 0.002 and p = 0.022 
respectively [62 vs 11] 

7) DTI PD vs MSA Du 2017. DTI indices 
(Table 3) 

PD vs MSAp using FA in MCP, 
STN, CB (83%/86%) [35 vs 16]  

Worker 2014. DTI 
indices (Table 2) 

PD vs MSA using FA in MCP (p =
0.0021) [14 vs 16] 

8) Posterior Putamen 
MSAp vs MSAc 

Chougar 2023. MD 
values (Table 2) 

MSAc vs MSAp using MD in 
posterior putamen (p < 0.001) [6 
vs 21]  

Chougar 2023. R2* 
values (Table 2) 

MSAc vs MSAp using R2* in 
posterior putamen (p < 0.001) [6 
vs 21]  
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accompanied with demyelination of white matter bundles (Zhang and 
Burock, 2020). Several studies investigated changing DTI metrics in PD 
(Langley et al., 2016; Schwarz et al., 2013). 

Du et al. (Du et al., 2017) studied the combination of R2* and DTI 
indices in AP and found that DTI changes in the SCP were unique to PSP 
patients, while changes in the MCP and subthalamic nucleus (STN) were 
unique to MSAp patients. Worker et al. (Worker et al., 2014) also found 
MCP changes in MSA patients. Changes were also found with a more 
advanced diffusion model known as free-water DTI (Pasternak et al., 
2009). Planetta et al. (Planetta et al., 2016) found significant changes 
using free-water DTI in the SCP for PSP patients, but no changes 
appeared unique to MSA patients. Both studies found cerebellum (CB) 
changes for MSA and PSP patients. Two recent reviews (Chougar, 2020; 
Bae et al., 2021) found that DTI could not perform the differentiation on 
its own, while two studies found that using only DTI features achieved 
high accuracies when combined with machine learning analysis (Talai, 
2021; Archer et al., 2019). More advanced diffusion models such as 
NODDI have shown similarly high accuracy as free-water DTI (Mitchell 
et al., 2019). 

In conclusion, we propose to investigate FA measures in the SCP to 
differentiate PSP from PD and MSA, and to use FA in the MCP, STN and 
white matter of the CB to differentiate PD from MSA (rules 4 and 7 
respectively in our decision model). More complex DTI models could be 
explored. 

2.1.3. Iron imaging 
Common iron-sensitive MR imaging techniques are, in increasing 

post-processing complexity, R2*-mapping, susceptibility-weighted im-
aging (SWI) (Meijer et al., 2016; Meijer et al., 2015) and Quantitative 
Susceptibility Mapping (QSM). R2* and QSM are both quantitative 
techniques and QSM has been found to be more sensitive than R2* to 
changes in iron concentration for PD patients (Langkammer et al., 
2016). PD, MSA, and PSP patients all show iron accumulation in the SN, 
making it a useful biomarker for differentiating healthy subjects (rule 1 
in our decision model). However, which iron-sensitive markers best aid 
the differential diagnosis of AP patients has been an outstanding 
question. 

Meijer et al. (Meijer et al., 2016; Bae et al., 2016) investigated R2* 
and SWI in the SN for AP differentiation and reported high specificity yet 
low sensitivity. Similarly, Mazzucchi et al. (Mazzucchi, 2019) evaluated 
QSM in the SN and found no group differences among PD, PSP and MSA, 
however they did find differences between PD and both MSA and PSP in 
the red nucleus (RN), STN and the putamen (PUT). Sjöstrom et al. 
(Sjöström et al., 2017) found a similar pattern of susceptibility differ-
ences in the RN for MSA and PSP, and changes in the PUT for MSA, while 
Du et al. (Du et al., 2017) also found elevated R2* in the STN for MSAp 
patients and in the posterior SN for PSP patients. 

SWI, R2* and QSM are useful biomarkers for identifying healthy 
subjects (rule 1 in our decision model), and in addition could be a 
helpful marker for the differential diagnosis of PD and AP, however 
there is an overlap between susceptibility values for both MSA and PSP 
patients. We hypothesise that QSM could play an important role for 
differentiating PD from MSA and PSP (rule 6 in our decision model) and 
PD from MSA, if PSP can be separated from MSA using other markers. In 
conclusion, we will investigate QSM values in deep nuclei and basal 
ganglia structures in our decision model. 

2.1.4. Neuromelanin imaging 
Neuromelanin (NM) is a dark pigment primarily found in the sub-

stantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and locus coeruleus (LC). The 
pigment consists of organic compounds as well as metal ions, such as 
iron (Trujillo et al., 2017). Imaging neuromelanin with MRI is possible 
in several ways, commonly with either magnetization transfer (MT)- 
weighted gradient-echo or T1-Fast Spin Echo (FSE) sequences. The 
hyperintense contrast from NM-MRI is attributed to a combination of 
MT and (mainly) T1-shortening effects due to the iron present in NM 

pigments (Trujillo et al., 2017). In MT-weighted gradient-echo se-
quences, MT-weighting is achieved by saturating the protons in the 
bound pool using dedicated MT-pulses prior to selective excitation. For 
T1-FSE sequences, refocusing pulses at short inter-echo times have a 
similar saturation effect to the bound pool (Priovoulos et al., 2018), 
albeit indirectly. In both cases T1-weighting can be achieved by using 
short echo-times, which is why both sequence families are eligible for 
NM-MRI. 

An advantage of this imaging technique is that it requires no further 
post-processing unlike QSM and DTI. Neuromelanin concentration de-
creases in patients with parkinsonism (Kashihara et al., 2011), and 
studies typically analyse signal intensity changes (Ohtsuka et al., 2014; 
Isaias, 2016) or volume measurements (Ogisu et al., 2013; Oshima, 
2021; Takahashi, 2018). Several studies have shown its usefulness in the 
diagnosis of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (Ohtsuka et al., 2014; Ogisu 
et al., 2013; Sasaki et al., 2006; Sulzer, 2018). NM changes related to 
different AP conditions is unclear (Ohtsuka et al., 2014; Simões et al., 
2020) and its usage in AP differentiation is yet to be investigated 
(Lehericy et al., 2017; Bae et al., 2021; Pavese and Tai, 2018). 

In conclusion, performance for differential diagnosis of AP based on 
NM-MRI is arguable but worthy of further investigation. One advantage 
is to use SNpc volume measurements to eliminate healthy controls from 
all parkinsonisms (Kashihara et al., 2011) (rule 2 in our decision model). 
In our study we will evaluate SNpc volume using manual and automatic 
segmentation (Gaurav, 2022). In addition, CNR in the LC will be 
investigated (Isaias, 2016), however how this can be reliably quantified 
is an outstanding question. 

2.2. Differential diagnosis 

In this section we will propose how, based on the conclusions in 2.1, 
a differential diagnosis could be made combining data obtained with 
atrophy imaging, neuromelanin-MRI, iron-sensitive imaging, and 
diffusion imaging. Key to the design of this decision model are three 
insights:  

• All forms of parkinsonisms show elevated iron in the SNpr and 
neuromelanin reduction  

• Atrophy quantification is a reliable test to separate PSP from other 
diseases  

• QSM and DTI metrics for MSA and PSP patients largely overlap with 
each other, but in certain structures show significant differences 
from PD patients 

We propose two decision models which could complement each 
other. One model is a decision tree, which is presented in Fig. 1A. The 
other is a single multi-class classification model, which is presented in 
Fig. 1B. Both models use a total of 8 decision rules, and classification 
should be performed with a probabilistic output to adhere to the com-
plex nature of these diseases (Chougar et al., 2021; Wenning et al., 
2022). Statistical performances from relevant publications are sum-
marised in Table 1, categorised for each decision rule. 

The decision tree in Fig. 1A is made from two stages of binary clas-
sification followed by one stage of multi-class classification. In the first 
stage, we assume the subject can be either a PD, PSP or MSA patient, or 
HC. Healthy controls are separated from patients using iron-sensitive 
and neuromelanin MRI. In the second stage, PSP patients are sepa-
rated from PD and MSA using a combination of markers unique to PSP, 
namely atrophy quantification (Quattrone et al., 2008), and DTI on the 
SCP (Du et al., 2017). In the third stage PD, MSAp and MSAc are 
differentiated using atrophy, QSM and DTI. From these, the reduced FA 
markers derived from the MCP and STN are unique to MSAp patients, 
while FA reduction in the CB is common for both MSAp and PSP. QSM 
metrics on the other hand are increased in the PUT, STN and RN for both 
MSA and PSP patients, compared to healthy controls and PD patients. 
Therefore, a correct classification in the third stage based on these 
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markers relies on the correct classification in the second stage. Another 
reliable test for PD vs MSAc can be made based on atrophy, using pons- 
to-midbrain area ratios and MRPI (Möller, 2017), while the subtypes of 
MSAc and MSAp can differentiated by using QSM and DTI markers in the 
posterior putamen (Chougar, 2023). 

A benefit from a decision tree with handpicked rules is its simplicity 
and traceability for differential diagnosis. However, misclassification in 
early rules have knock-on effects on the overall performance, and it is 
difficult to decide how to incorporate additional biomarkers when the 
classification confidence is low. For example, PSP can be expected to be 
misclassified about 10–20% based on atrophy which violates the 
assumption in rules 6 and 7 (Chougar, 2023; Möller, 2017), in which 
case it could be beneficial to consider other markers from other rules. 
Thus, an alternative approach is to perform a single multi-class classi-
fication with all the decision rules (Fig. 1B), using a classifier which 
copes well with high-dimensional data such as support vector machines. 

We opt not to differentiate between the two different forms of PSP 
(PSPp and PSPrs) since there is an insufficient amount of research of 
quantitative MRI techniques for these tasks, and the possible clinical 
management is not significantly affected with improved subtyping 
(Bluett, 2021). 

3. Study design and methods 

3.1. Study objectives and design 

The decision models in Fig. 1 could be clinically valuable to predict 
patient outcome at an individual level. However, training such models 
would require a large cohort scanned with a dedicated MRI protocol. To 
justify a large clinical study based on the proposed decision tree, it 
would be important to have preliminary data showing group differences 
for its decision rules. 

The objective of our pilot study is to investigate whether a quanti-
tative MRI protocol and quantitative post-processing can detect group 
differences for the decision rules proposed in the decision tree. We will 
compare this data between patients whose diagnoses were clinically 
unclear (CUP) at the time of scanning, and will likely be diagnosed with 
either PSP, MSA or Parkinson’s disease within 12 months. The final 
analysis will be performed after all patients have received their diag-
nosis from an experienced neurologist. We will also include diagnosed 
PD, PSP, MSAp and MSAc patients to investigate group differences for 
the decision rules between the diseases, as well as between the CUP and 
diagnosed patients. 

Patients and controls will be informed and recruited for the study as 
described below, and after signing informed consent forms will receive 
an MRI within approximately 6 weeks. Patient participants with an 
uncertain diagnosis will receive an MRI as part of their clinical man-
agement, with additional quantitative MRI series. All other participants 
will receive an identical MRI exam. 

3.2. Population 

Patients will be recruited from the outpatient movement disorder 
clinic at Erasmus MC in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Inclusion criteria 
for all patients is that they present with symptoms consistent with early 
degenerative parkinsonism and are at least 50 years old. In addition, 
there should be a reason to suspect the patient from another diagnosis 
than PD, because of at least one red flag for PD, but without symptoms or 
signs pointing to one specific atypical parkinsonism (National Institute 
for Health and Care Excellence, 2017). 

Inclusion criteria for diagnosed PSP, MSA and PD patients is that 
their diagnosis is highly suspected and the onset of disease is below 5 
years. All subtypes of PSP and MSA will be considered and included. 

Exclusion criteria for all patients are parkinsonism symptoms caused 
by medication or essential tremors, a history of another neurodegener-
ative disease or significant intracranial disease (in line with Fazekas 3), 

pregnancy or lactation, or any physical or mental status that interferes 
with the informed consent procedure. 

This work is exploratory in nature, and we anticipate that a mini-
mum of 30 CUP patients are needed to evaluate the importance of the 
decision rules at an disease stage. We will also recruit age-matched 
healthy volunteers between the age of 50 and 75. The healthy volun-
teers as well as the diagnosed patients will serve as reference data for the 
quantitative MRI techniques. We anticipate that a minimum of 10 par-
ticipants per group (PD, PSP, MSAp and MSAc, healthy control) are 
required. Since this is a pilot study with a relatively small group of 
participants we have not performed statistical power calculations. 

Within 12 months, all participants are contacted for a follow up. For 
undiagnosed patients, this will occur simultaneously with a hospital visit 
as part of their regular clinical management. For patients who already 
received a diagnosis at recruitment, the goal of follow-up is to confirm 
their diagnosis remains unchanged. For healthy controls, the follow-up 
is by telephone to ensure they have not developed any parkinsonian 
symptoms or other neurological disorder. 

3.3. Clinical examination 

Both at baseline and at 12 months follow-up the patients will un-
dergo a clinical examination by a neurologist, including general infor-
mation (age, gender, age at onset, disease duration) as well as motor 
signs at onset using UPDRS-III. Functional assessment is made with a 
H&Y score and a cognitive assessment with MOCA. The examinations 
are video recorded for further examination. 

3.4. MRI acquisition and post-processing 

The proposed protocol includes a 2D T2-weighted propeller FSE, a 
3D high-resolution T1w-SPGR, a 3D multi-echo gradient-echo sequence 
for SWI and a 2D MT-weighted gradient-echo sequence and a DTI 
sequence. Data is acquired on a GE 3T Signa Premier (GE healthcare, 
Chicago, USA) equipped with a 48-channel head-coil. Acquisition details 
are summarised in Table 2. 

The study and MRI protocol were approved by the local ethics 
committee, and informed consent was acquired from all participants 
prior to the MRI scan. For the example results in this article, QSM images 
were produced from the raw data of the SWI sequence. QSM processing 
steps such as phase unwrapping (Liu et al., 2013; Kressler et al., 2010; de 
Rochefort et al., 2008); background field removal (Liu et al., 2011; de 
Rochefort et al., 2010) and dipole inversion (Liu et al., 2013) were 
performed using the MEDI toolbox. 

Single-shell DTI was acquired with a b-value of 1000 in 64 directions 
and 10 images with a b-value of 0. A separate sequence with reversed 
phase-encoding directions was acquired to retrospectively correct for 
susceptibility-induced distortions (Andersson et al., 2003). Correction 
for eddy currents was performed (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016) 
and Fractional-Anisotropy was calculated using FSL dtifit. 

Neuromelanin-MRI was acquired using a 2D gradient-echo sequence 
with MT-weighting (Chen et al., 2014; Wengler, 2021). During setup we 
experimented with T1-FSE (Isaias, 2016) and 3D gradient-echo (Ogisu 
et al., 2013). However, our final choice showed better NM contrast 
during piloting, in agreement with other reports (Sulzer, 2018; van der 
Pluijm et al., 2021). Partial Fourier was disabled in the readout direction 
since it gave improved SNR results and resilience to susceptibility, 
without affecting neuromelanin contrast. In addition to our study out-
comes, T1 and T2-weighted and other structural images are used for 
excluding secondary parkinsonisms (Ma et al., 2019). 

3.5. Outcome measures 

Our outcome measures will report on all group differences for the 
decision rules of the proposed decision models (Fig. 1). An outline is as 
following: 
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1. HC vs (PD, PSP, MSA) with QSM in SNpr (and qualitative swallow 
tail sign)  

2. HC vs (PD, PSP, MSA) with NM-MRI volume in SNpc (and LC 
quantitative CNR and qualitative score).  

3. PSP vs (PD, MSA) with atrophy quantification including pons and 
midbrain area and diameters, pons-to-midbrain ratio, MRPI and 
MRPI2.  

4. PSP vs (PD, MSA) with DTI-metrics in the SCP.  
5. PD vs MSAc with atrophy quantification including pons and 

midbrain area and diameters, pons-to-midbrain ratio, MRPI and 
MRPI2.  

6. PD vs MSA with QSM in Putamen, STN and RN.  
7. PD vs MSAp with DTI metrics in MCP, STN, and white matter of CB.  
8. MSAc vs MSAp with QSM and DTI metrics in the posterior PUT. 

Where MSA is used, we combine MSAp and MSAc subjects where 
possible. For decision rules 1 and 2 we will investigate qualitative 
markers even if they will not fit in our overall quantitative approach. 
Any other patterns of interest will also be reported. 

4. Preliminary results 

The following results show illustrative examples of the type of im-
ages which will be used to analyse group differences for the proposed 
decision rules in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows T1-weighted images, where 
midbrain atrophy can be measured, for a healthy control (62 year fe-
male) and a MSA, PD and PSP patient (2 females, 64–66 years old). 
Fig. 3D and 3L shows visible atrophy for the PSP patient compared to the 
others. These images can be used for decision rule 3 for differentiating 
PSP from other groups, and for decision rule 5 for differentiating PD 
from MSA. 

Fig. 4 shows neuromelanin-MRI from a healthy control and three 
patients, around the substantia nigra and locus coeruleus. Reduction of 
NM-contrast around the substantia nigra pars compacta seems clear for 
all patients compared to the healthy control, which could aid differen-
tiating healthy controls from patients in decision rule 2. The LC is best 
visible for the healthy control, and its visibility is further reduced for all 
but the MSA patient. The small size of the LC and the low SNR and CNR 

associated with imaging it makes the hyperintense signal from the LC 
region an unreliable marker for differential diagnosis. 

Fig. 5 shows QSM reconstructions from SWI data in three different 
views. High susceptibility values can be seen in the substantia nigra of 
all patients (Fig. 5b,c, d) compared to the healthy control (Fig. 5d), 
which is useful in decision rule 1. The SN pars reticulata of the MSA 
patient seems to have high susceptibility (red arrows, Fig. 5b). In the 
middle and bottom rows, the red nucleus and subthalamic nucleus 
respectively show that the susceptibility in the STN is higher in the MSA 
patient compared to the others. This could be useful in decision rule 6 to 
differentiate PD from MSA and PSP. The red nucleus is not visibly 
different between the PD and MSA patient. Fig. 6 shows QSM re-
constructions at two levels of the basal ganglia. The marker of interest 
here is the susceptibility of the putamen, which is expected to be higher 
in MSA patients and is used in decision rule 6. 

Fig. 7 shows Fractional Anisotropy (FA) maps derived from DTI data 
at three different views. MSAp patients are expected to have reduced FA 
in MCP compared to PD patients, as well as healthy controls, however 
this is not obvious from the example presented. Similarly, FA in the 
superior cerebellar peduncles of PSP patients is expected to be reduced. 
These metrics could be used in rule 7 for differentiating between PD and 
MSA, as well as decision rule 4 for differentiating PD and MSA from PSP. 

5. Discussion 

Atypical parkinsonisms (AP) are difficult to identify and differentiate 
from Parkinson’s disease (PD) in the early phase of the disease, which 
results in high rates of misdiagnosis (Poewe et al., 2017; Hughes et al., 
2002; Heim et al., 2017; Poewe et al., 2022). Conventional MRI bio-
markers do not offer high sensitivity for clinical use in this phase. Studies 
using quantitative MRI have shown promising results, but a single 
technique to differentially diagnose among PD, MSA and PSP has not 
been found. We present a review of existing methods on the use of MRI 
for this task (Table 1), and propose a multi-modal decision model 
(Fig. 1) with 8 decision rules derived from existing literature, and pre-
sent an MRI protocol to gather the right information (Table 2). 

Our proposed acquisition protocol was optimized locally as a dedi-
cated parkinsonism protocol. T1w images at high-resolution seemed 

Table 2 
Acquisition sequence details used for a dedicated parkinsonism protocol. Voxel size [Frequency resolution, phase resolution, slice-thickness in mm]; Matrix size =
[Frequency × Phase × Number of slices] TE:echo-time [ms] TR: repetition-time [ms];FA: flip-angle [degrees];ACC: phase acceleration, SMS: simultaneous multi-slice; 
Acq time: Acquisition time [minutes:seconds]. Dir’s: diffusion directions. MT: magnetization transfer. Rev pe: Separately acquired acquisition with reverse phase- 
encoding direction, used for distortion correction.  

Sequence Voxel size Matrix size TE TR FA ACC Other Acq time 

T1w-MPrage 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9 256 × 256 × 176 3.2 8.1 12 2 3D 5:09 
T2-Propeller 0.6 × 0.6 × 3 384 × 384 × 44 148 5536 160 2 2D 2:24 
SWI / QSM 0.7 × 0.7 × 1 320 × 320 × 88 13:3.5:37.6 38.5 5 2 3Dunipolar 5:42 
DTI 1.75 × 1.75 × 2 128 × 128 × 56 77.9 3138 90–180 SMS2 + 2 64 dir’sb1000 3:55 & 0:54 (rev pe) 
NM-MRI 0.4 × 0.4 × 3 512 × 512 × 12 7.5 340 50 No Acc 3 repsMT: 8 ms 1200 Hz 7:28  

Fig. 2. Time-line of study design. Group differences will be analysed for the 6 groups shown in the right column.  
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particularly relevant for measuring the superior cerebellar peduncles, 
and high in-plane resolution for the NM sequence seems important for 
visualising the locus coeruleus. The T2w image could alternatively be 
acquired with a 3D sequence, which could improve registration 
methods. A study found that approximate isotropic resolution was 
pertinent for reliable QSM estimation (Karsa et al., 2019). We chose an 

isotropic in-plane resolution which was higher than the slice-thickness, 
to improve delineation of deep nuclei within a clinically feasible 
acquisition time. For the sequence DTI we desired high in-plane reso-
lution to visualise the cerebellar peduncles, however thin slice-thickness 
resulted in an unfavourable SNR reduction. We did not investigate the 
benefit of isotropic voxels and additional b-values, which could improve 

Fig. 3. T1-weighted images from a single series in a midsagittal view (a-d) that show the midbrain of a healthy control, multiple system atrophy (MSA), Parkinson 
disease (PD) and progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) patient respectively. The PSP patient in D shows midbrain atrophy, and loss of the usual convex shape (red 
markings). The middle row (e-h) shows obliqued slices for measuring the diameter of the superior cerebellar peduncles (SCP, red arrows), which is expected to be 
reduced in the PSP patient. The bottom row (i-k) shows atrophy around the third ventricle (i-l) where atrophy in the PSP and MSA patient seems visibly higher. These 
images are intended for illustration and as such images of the frontal horns and MCPs are omitted. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Neuromelanin-MRI results from a healthy control, an MSA, PD and PSP patient. Neuromelanin appears hyperintense. Top row (a-d) shows a slice at the level 
of the substantia nigra for a healthy subject with neuromelanin mostly in the substantia nigra pars compacta (pink arrows) and NM area reduction of all patients (b- 
d). The MSA patient (b) has a hypointense region in the region of the substantia nigra pars reticulata (red arrow), which could be due to a high amount of iron in that 
region as visible in Fig. 5b. The bottom row (e-h) shows axial slices at a level where the LC seems best visible in the healthy subject (green arrows), but reduced in all 
patients, except the MSA patient (light-blue arrows). The small size of the LC and the low SNR and CNR associated with imaging it makes the hyperintense signal from 
the LC region an unreliable marker for differential diagnosis. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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DTI analysis. 
The ultimate purpose of the decision model is to predict patient 

outcome at an early stage of the disease, however for this pilot study we 
merely want to investigate group differences in the populations of in-
terest. We also present example results using the proposed MRI protocol 
and post-processed data. We share these results for illustrative purposes 
and stopped short of sharing actual quantitative measures as it would 
need more patient data. 

Our general approach is a process of elimination to include markers 

specific to neurodegenerative parkinsonism, followed by markers spe-
cific to PSP, and finally markers which can separate PD and subtypes of 
MSA. The three key insights which support this approach (Section 2.2) 
are firstly, iron build-up and neuromelanin reduction in all parkinsonian 
disorders, secondly a unique pattern of midbrain, cerebellar and ven-
tricular atrophy in PSP patients, and thirdly increased iron build-up in 
deep gray matter nuclei for MSA and PSP patients compared to PD. 

Decision rule 1 aims to differentiate healthy controls from patients 
based on SWI and QSM in the SN (Fig. 5). SWI can be scored visually 

Fig. 5. QSM examples at three levels (top: axial, substantia nigra, middle: axial, red nucleus, bottom: coronal, subthalamic nucleus). All windows levels are 
equivalent (ppt: parts per trillion). High susceptibility values (displayed as high signal intensity) can be seen in the substantia nigra of all patients (b,c,d) compared to 
the control (a, green arrows), and in particular for the MSA patient (b). A slice through the red nucleus also shows higher susceptibility in the subthalamic nucleus at 
that level of the MSA patient (f, red arrows) compared to the other patients and healthy control. However, the susceptibility of the RN itself seems similar in all 
subjects. The subthalamic nucleus is better seen on a coronal slice (i-l) where the MSA and PSP patients both have higher iron content than the PD patient and healthy 
control (blue arrows), which could be useful to distinguish MSA from PD in decision rule 6. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. Axial QSM images at upper and lower levels of the basal ganglia separated by 5 mm. All window levels are consistent. Most notably, the MSA and PSP patients 
show a higher amount of iron in the putamen (red arrows) than the healthy control and PD, which could be useful to distinguish MSA from PD in decision rule 6. In 
addition, the MSA patient shows high susceptibility in the globus pallidus (B, blue arrows). The QSM reconstruction for the PD patient contains a strong artifact. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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with the loss of the swallow tail sign, while QSM is a quantitative 
technique which could be used in an automatic fashion. Several studies 
have investigated the use of SWI and QSM on the nigrosome for the AP 
differentiation task, with limited success (Meijer et al., 2016; Meijer 
et al., 2015). Decision rule 2 aims to differentiate healthy controls based 
on neuromelanin volume measurements in the SNpc (Fig. 4) manual or 
automatic segmentation (Gaurav, 2022). For the LC, visual scoring or 
contrast-to-noise ratios (CNR) measurements will also be considered 
(Isaias, 2016). 

Decision rule 3 aims to differentiate PSP from PD and MSA using 
atrophy measures (Fig. 3), namely in the mid-sagittal view about the 
brainstem and axially where the third ventricle is at its widest. The PD 
and MSA patient also show increased ventricular atrophy compared to 
the healthy control. Although visual assessment can be done, making 
measurements is relatively straight-forward and allows for automatic 
techniques (Bocchetta et al., 2020; Scherfler et al., 2016; Kim et al., ; 
Krismer et al., 2019). There is also evidence that DTI-metrics in the SCP 
are unique to PSP patients, and decision rule 4 is based on this quanti-
tative MRI technique (Fig. 7E-H). 

Decision rules 5 to 7 propose to use atrophy, QSM and DTI to 
differentiate PD from MSA and its subtypes. Elevated QSM values can be 
seen in the STN and putamen of the MSA and PSP patient (Fig. 5I-L and 
Fig. 6), which after PSP differentiation can be used for separating MSA 
from PD. MSAc and MSAp can be separated using pons and MCP atrophy 
quantification, and by DTI and QSM metrics in the posterior putamen 
(decision rule 8). 

An alternative approach to the decision tree in Fig. 1A is to use a 
single multi-class classifier with all the data (Fig. 1B). This reduces 
traceability compared to a decision tree, but allows the model to use all 
information available. Ideally one would learn decision rules from data 
collected from CUP patients, however due to the rarity of the diseases, 
acquiring this data is challenging. When using biomarkers that were 
significant in diagnosed patients, we are assuming that CUPs will show 
similar biomarker changes. This is likely not true, or some biomarkers 
will be more significant in early-stage classification, which is something 
a single-stage multi-class classifier would cope with better than a deci-
sion tree when trained on data from CUP patients. 

A common issue with quantitative MRI in the clinic is variable 

performance across medical centers, which is down to the having the 
right expertise (Wang et al., 2017) and interpreting the results. A recent 
guide to practical MRI and PET/SPECT imaging methods in PD vs AP 
differentiation (Peralta et al., 2022). Broadly speaking, their MRI algo-
rithm uses three phases: firstly to rule out secondary causes of parkin-
sonism, secondly to determine a degenerative form of parkinsonism, and 
thirdly to differentiate among PD, MSA and PSP using a combination of 
T1-weighted atrophy, diffusion imaging and to a lesser extent NM-MRI 
and SWI. Our first two decision rules fit well in the second phase, 
while the latter rules fit well in the third phase of this decision method. 
To facilitate future clinical implementation, we have opted for relatively 
standard QSM and DTI acquisition and reconstruction pipelines which 
showed significant differences between AP patients in previous studies. 

QSM has relatively high inter-vendor reproducibility (Deh et al., 
2015) but low reproducibility when using different reconstruction al-
gorithms (Santin, 2017). Relatively simple DTI metrics have high inter- 
vendor reproducibility (Min et al., 2018), in particular FA, for which the 
FSL toolbox is a widely used reconstruction method. Care must be taken 
however, as a reduction in FA can also be caused by crossing white 
matter fibers. New DTI methods such as multi-shell DTI (Kamagata et al., 
2018) or multi-dimensional DTI (Topgaard, 2017) could be more sen-
sitive to microstructural changes. While promising and interesting, they 
require more design parameters, such as the number of b-values or 
diffusion trajectory, and number of directions of each. This can further 
complicate standardization for clinical use. Another avenue for explo-
ration would be to report relative FA metrics, taking an unaffected white 
matter region as a reference value. 

A possible outcome from this study could be that atrophy and only 
either QSM or DTI biomarkers are sufficient, which would be important 
knowledge for a follow-up clinical study and clinical translation. A 
recent similar multi-modal approach (Leng et al., 2022) found accuracy 
rates above 95% for diagnosed PD vs MSA, and PSP vs MSA using T1- 
weighted and DTI-based features alone. Our study will investigate pa-
tients in an earlier phase of their disease for higher clinical relevance. 
Neuromelanin-MRI is a well-researched MRI technique for Parkinson’s 
disease, but has not proven successful so far in diagnosing atypical 
parkinsonisms. We aim to investigate if NM techniques are useful in 
early-stage patients. 

Fig. 7. Fractional Anisotropy (FA) maps from a healthy control, and an MSA, PD and PSP patient. All window levels are consistent. The top row shows axial slices at 
the level of the STN (the nucleus itself is not visible on FA), where it is expected that MSA patients will have a reduced FA. The middle row shows axial slices 
depicting the superior cerebellar peduncles, which are reported to show an FA reduction for PSP patients. The bottom row shows middle cerebellar peduncles, which 
are reported to show an FA reduction in MSAp patients compared to PD. None of the expected FA reductions seem visually appreciable. 
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In this work we did not explore added benefit from using CSF or 
Neurofilament-based biomarkers. Recent studies have shown high 
classification rates using such markers for differentiating Parkinson’s 
Disease from atypical parkinsonisms (Angelopoulou, 2021; Quadalti, 
2021; Schulz, 2021). In addition, some multi-modal studies have com-
bined CSF or NfL markers with imaging and showed a marginal 
improvement over using only imaging data (Mangesius et al., 2020; 
Compta, 2022; Zhang, 2022). 

Patient impact is expected to be greater when individual prediction is 
possible with a decision model, which requires validation in a large- 
scale clinical study. This will also facilitate recruitment for clinical tri-
als for new drug development to improve treatment of parkinsonisms. 
This should be the direction of future work in this field. 
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